CONTEXT: Chemical toxicity prediction at early stage drug discovery phase has been researched for years, and newest methods are always investigated. Research data comprising chemical physicochemical properties, toxicity, assay, and activity details create massive data which are becoming difficult to manage. Identifying the desired featured chemical with the desired biological activity from millions of chemicals is a challenging task.
Introduction
T he increasing data generation rate across all scientific disciplines offers unbelievable data-driven research opportunities with the potential to change our existing practices. The big data utilization facilitates to commence research projects that are impossible earlier. The ability of data motivated medicinal chemistry methods to develop a supervisory role in drug discovery projects exposed the significant relationships and blueprints in existing data.
Data management and exploration have become terribly imperative as data production now is at a faster rate than its analysis and interpretation. Data-driven drug design is reliant on computational medicinal chemists working on the data volume expansion and identification of methods to obtain better decisions from these resources. Data motivated research can either extract most benefit from the internally generated data or incorporate existing data resources on the outside for decision-making.
The approaches obtained in one field might have impending uses in ostensibly dissimilar disciplines. Data motivated drug discovery and medicinal chemistry get benefited by captivating benefit of progress and procedures from scientific disciplines erstwhile. The rapid data growth caused many technical challenges making the role of the computational medicinal chemist always evolving and not static. [1] Enumerating the resemblance of a pair of molecules is a main notion and a regular duty in chemoinformatics. [2] It has a wide range of applications in diverse fields, predominantly medicinal chemistry associated like virtual screening. [3] A number of universally applied best calculation practices for molecular similarity are derived from existing practical knowledge. A near never-ending approach space is obtainable with a surplus of molecular representations and similarity definitions to put side by side and coming up to be explored in the interim. The knowledge about the method options and its effects on molecular similarity calculation results and rankings are still comparatively inadequate.
Similarity metrics are engaged in broad areas invigorating their performance assessment in event identification in social media, [4] texture image retrieval, or webpage clustering. Sixteen similarity measures were compared based on high content screening performance, [5] and it was concluded that nonlinear correlation-dependent similarity metrics such as Spearman's ρ and Kendall's τ smashed previously used Euclidean distance.
The popularity of the Tanimoto coefficient was reinforced by comparing 22 similarity metrics. The Tanimoto index was suggested for two-dimensional (2D) fragment-based similarity searching in place of the Euclidean distance. Combinations of 2-4 similarity metrics know how to do better than the Tanimoto index albeit no other combination demonstrated far above the ground performance constantly across various circumstances. When there are no precise data on molecule sizes, the only choice for computing molecular similarities is the deep-rooted Tanimoto coefficient. [6] The comparison of 51 similarity coefficients supported the effectiveness of the Tanimoto index and identified two additional metrics that are commendable for future applications in chemoinformatics. [7] The Tanimoto coefficient has its weaknesses regardless of the positive findings and one among that is the tendency to prefer Tanimoto index for small compounds in contrast to selection. The Tanimoto index has the ability to generate similarity values around one-third even for structurally distant molecules.
Similarity measures are typically compared consistent with their performance in only some precise situation like the active molecule retrieval on a particular protein.
Databases of biologically relevant molecules such as National Cancer Institute anti-AIDS or molecular drug data report databases were used in these studies. [7] Around 30% of high-priced, late-stage failures in development are due to toxicity. Consequently, identifying and prioritizing as early as possible chemistries with a lower toxicity risk in the process of drug discovery process might lend a hand in tackling the lofty wear and tear rate in pharmaceutical research. Knowledge-based toxicity prediction will alert chemists if their anticipated compounds have greater toxicity threat. Conversely, an alert for impending toxicity must be considered in the compound selection to poise probable opportunities in opposition to downstream toxicity risk. It was apt to step forward with selected compounds and produce experimental data to validate a potential toxicity prediction.
Toxicity of clinical candidates and drugs remained a major concern in pharmaceutical industry making bigger abrasion and price, late-stage collapse, and market abandonment. Nearly 22% of drug candidates entering clinical development have failed by reason of clinical safety issues or nonclinical toxicology. [8] In preclinical improvement, safety and toxicity problems comprised 54% of failures, of which preclinical candidates are 18%. These costly late-stage disappointments constitute a large fraction of the pharmaceutical research cost. [9] Toxicity remained as a problem-making unfavorable drug reactions and pointing out to black box warnings, restricted usage, and also pulling out many drugs from market.
Compounds occurring in nature or synthetic substances that imitate the hormones' role in the body are endocrine disruptors. They induce, block, or alter signals carried by hormones that have an effect on the usual role of organs and tissues associated with developmental, immune, neural, and reproductive problems in laboratory and natural world animals. These substances are harmfully disturbing human health also in the same manner, resulting in infertility and enlarged development of several diseases such as certain cancers, diabetes, obesity, and endometriosis.
On the contrary to the environmental chemicals having estrogenic activity, chemicals with androgen, antiestrogen, antiandrogen, progesterone, or thyroid-like activity were also well known. A diverse range of chemicals including dioxin, diethylstilbestrol, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, polychlorinated biphenyls, and a few pesticides such as Di-(2-ethyl hexyl) phthalate, bisphenol A (BPA), and phytoestrogens like genistein and daidzein are known as endocrine disruptors.
[10]
A variety of computational approaches are currently used to predict toxicity. [11] Some of these such as read across, [12] quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs), [13] and expert systems [14] typically make predictions based solely on the molecular structure of the toxicant. Some like proteochemometrics [15] require knowledge of the receptor through which the toxicant acts as well as the docking of putative toxicants into the binding sites of 3D receptor models. [16] Others typically require various properties of the toxicant such as physiologically based pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic modeling [17] to be experimentally [18] determined. Some predictive toxicology programs employ more than one approach to arrive at predictions; for example, so-called hybrid expert systems may also employ QSAR components. [19] Animal testing by manufacturers looking for promoting new products might be employed to ascertain product safety. After taking available alternatives into consideration, companies may conclude that animal testing is essential in some cases, to guarantee the product safety. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) supports the development and use of substitute to whole animal testing as well as faithfulness to the most humane methods on hand within the scientific capability limits when animals are employed for testing the cosmetic products' safety.
There have been a large number of rules in pharmaceutical research from the time when the rule of five portrayed oral active composites in terms of a small number of uncomplicated molecular properties. The correlation between animal in vivo tolerance and physicochemical properties were investigated and resolved with fewer toxicity findings. [20] Computational filters have been developed to eliminate reactive molecules from their screening datasets. [21] Thiol-reactive molecules were detected by a La assay to detect reactive molecules by nuclear magnetic resonance assay [22] and its data were employed in creating a Bayesian classifier model to forecast reactivity. Molecules deteriorating these reactivity filters could connect with the various rule of five violations.
The quantity of biological data produced owing to high-throughput screening necessitates storage databases and database to generate mammon of information for creating computational models in the process. Pfizer used data from different assays done in their laboratories and from the literature, for around 100,000 compounds to generate a Bayesian cytotoxicity predicting model. [23] The present data gaps were filled by the computational models for human toxicities which give information on how to use compounds based on their scoring in the ToxCast library. Along with it, the pregnane X receptor docking models give the best way to check a small part of the chemicals. [24] There are hundreds of endpoints in the case of ToxCast that can be predicted to provide a more comprehensive portrait of toxicity. Computational toxicity models help us to have a better side effect profile of FDA-approved drugs. [25] Toxicity prediction was needed in some extent to different industries, and hence it is vital to provide databases, computational tools, and considerate scientists. This made it mandatory for individuals to work in a collaborative way and share the toxicity data they have. These human toxicity computational models eventually reduce and even replace the classical animal studies.
The target of toxicity prediction is to portray the connection between biological and toxicological processes and chemical properties. Computational prediction derived from theoretical values should be the equivalent to the usual prediction based on extrapolation from laboratory experiments and it should support analyzing a chemical compound lacking laboratory experiments ahead of its production.
The prediction and perceptive of the consequences on human and wildlife health by these chemicals are more important and is done through informal incredibly expensive and years-long experiments at the moment involving animal studies. Among the 19 millions of different compounds known, some toxicity data for only 10% of the industrially produced chemicals are on hand making the computational prediction tougher than ever. The number of compounds to be considered was greatly increased due to the wider use of the combinatorial chemistry adopted by chemical companies.
Finding the relationship between predicting the effects of chemicals using the data and the knowledge available such as chemical structure, acute toxicity, and chronic toxicity are much more important. Artificial Intelligence techniques are good in allowing data reasoning, extracting knowledge, building hypotheses, and finding nonlinear function estimates. In machine learning methods, datasets employed to build the model are ultimately different than the test dataset. Each entity in the dataset is branded by a number of characteristics.
Several data science basic algorithms to crack commerce problems similar to product recommendation and customer response prediction were emphasized by data classification, regression, and similarity matching. These three fundamental data science methods are basis for curating beneficial information from data and also serve as a foundation for many well-known algorithms in data science. Prediction of which class an individual belongs to in a population is done by class probability estimation and classification. Generally, the classes are independent of each other. The goal for the classification task is to determine which class a new given individual belongs to. Applying class probability estimation, a closely related concept to an individual generates a score for the possibility of that individual to fit in the class. [26] Chemical companies' investments in digital technologies will climb harshly with big data analytics and cloud computing anticipated to produce the maximum return on venture. Almost 94% of the chemical industry executives reviewed arrangement to raise their digital use, with 54% projecting a noteworthy increase. Around 77% trust the best returns from cloud computing (44%) and big data analytics (33%). Most chemicals' company executives consider that the largest profit from digital will embrace better productivity, an impact on customer relationships and redefined product development. Almost 90% organization has improved its investment in employees committed to digital. [27] Apache Spark is a freely given, easy to use big data handing out framework fabricated for sophisticated analytics and speed. It has its own advantages contrary to Storm and Hadoop. Spark provides an absolutely combined framework for processing of big data with varieties of natural datasets as well as the data source.
Hadoop cluster applications were processed ten times quicker in disk and 100 times quicker in memory by Spark that appears with an integrated set of eighty sophisticated operators and accedes to write applications swiftly in Python, Java, or Scala. Other than MapReduce operations, it holds up SQL queries, graph data processing, streaming data, and machine learning.
In this study, we introduce a combined approach of chemical similarity and machine learning for chemical endocrine receptor disruption prediction on a big data platform.
Subjects and Methods

Data source and preprocessing
Biologically active chemical structures along with their binding affinity values toward androgen receptor (AR) and estrogen receptor (ER) datasets were obtained from ChEMBL public chemical database. Chemical structures were represented in the form of SMILES and their bioactivities were denoted in the form of inhibitory constant (IC 50 ) values.
Molecules of unclear activity values, missing values, and duplicate structures were filtered from the datasets. AR and ER datasets after filtering process remained 1793 and 2307 molecules each. Molecules having an IC 50 threshold value of ≤500 were considered as "active" and those above 500 were considered as "inactive."
Separate spreadsheets were created for AR and ER datasets with SMILE notations and activity labels. These spreadsheets were loaded into Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for further processing. 
Software and computing environment
Molecular fingerprints
Kier-Hall Electro Topological state (E-state) molecular descriptors were generated for both AR and ER datasets. Dataset spreadsheets amended with molecular 2D fingerprints were converted to matrices and stored on HDFS for parallel processing. RCDK package in R-Statistical software (R Core Team, 2018) was used for generating the molecular fingerprints.
Molecular similarity estimation
Molecular similarities among molecules were calculated using Tanimoto method based on 2D "fingerprints." Binary vectors with one (1) indicated the presence of the fragment and zero (0) indicated its absence. It was used to relate structural keys, hashed fingerprints or continuous data such as topological indexes that take into account size, degree of branching, and overall shape.
Dataset matrices along with Kier-Hall E-state molecular descriptors (2D fingerprints) were created to measure the similarity. Structural similarity among the training molecules and test molecules was estimated. Each molecule's structural similarity toward every other molecule in the dataset was estimated. Similarity values were sorted, and separate spreadsheets were created.
Training and test datasets
Datasets were divided into two groups of training and test on an 80%:20% ratio. Random sampling approach was used for training and test molecule selection to maintain the equal distribution of molecular structural diverseness. AR dataset contained 1435 training and 358 test molecules, whereas ER dataset contained 1847 training and 460 test molecules.
HDFS and Hive Data warehouse
Datasets after fingerprint calculations were loaded into the HDFS. Hive was configured and tables were created to store and retrieve molecule structures from HDFS. Separate Hive tables were created based on AR and ER data structure and schema.
Apache spark and machine learning
Apache Spark and its machine learning package SparkML were used for implementing and testing machine learning algorithms on a Hadoop Big Data environment. Datasets were retrieved from respective Hive tables for testing statistical algorithms.
Artificial neural network
Multiple machine learning algorithms were experimented to reach the best accuracy in predicting a molecule as endocrine disruptor or nondisruptor. Artificial neural network showed impressive prediction power and selected for further investigation. Two hidden layers consisting of five neurons in the first and four neurons in the second formed the architecture for artificial neural network algorithm [ Figure 1 ].
Results and Discussion
Atom fractions in datasets
Atom fractions in training and test groups of AR and ER did not show significant variation. However, ER test group showed elevated carbon counts which probably could lead to higher molecular weights and influence the disruptive behavior.
AR active group showed almost equal fraction of carbon count but slightly elevated fluorine count. All other atoms were showing almost equal distribution in both the groups of datasets [ Figure 2 ].
Artificial neural network-based predictive model
Artificial neural network model over AR and ER test datasets showed 82.12% and 81.3% prediction accuracies, respectively. This was a similar range to that achieved using neural networks in nuclear receptor and stress panel. [28] There were 129, 174 true positives, 165, 200 true negatives, 50, 30 false positives, and 14, 56 false negatives, respectively, for AR and ER test datasets.
Molecular similarity and influence on endocrine receptor disruption
Predictions from artificial neural network model were further screened based on the Tanimoto molecular similarity and minimum threshold values. Similarity threshold is set to 0.9 and predictions were revised.
Combined endocrine receptor disruption prediction of artificial neural network and molecular similarity models
Combining artificial neural network and similarity models, final prediction accuracies were estimated to be 86.31% and 89.57% for AR and ER test datasets, respectively. There were 173, 206 true positives; 136, 206 true negatives; 43, 24 false positives; and 6, 24 false negatives, respectively, for AR and ER test datasets.
Quantitative assessment of prediction accuracy for novel compounds was a very authoritative feature in the improvement of absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion-toxicity (ADMET) models and prediction methods for the physicochemical properties. [29] Incorporation of prediction accuracy significantly improved the quality of compound selection [ Figure 3 ].
Reference molecule behind endocrine receptor disruption prediction
Training molecules behind endocrine receptor disruption prediction were retrieved based on similarity coefficients. Test molecules predicted as disruptor were compared with structurally similar molecules in training datasets. Model predictions were further evaluated with comparing the IC 50 values of predicted test molecules and training set molecules. IC 50 comparisons were in line with the acceptance of predictive model accuracies.
Compared molecules show similar activity ranges. Compounds such as BPA, a commonly used synthetic pesticide and genistein, an isoflavone obtained from a number of plants such as soy were predicted to be endocrine disruptors confirming their endocrine disruptive nature. [18] Whereas another isoflavone from the same plant soy named daidzein was predicted as endocrine nondisruptor demonstrating its inactive nature in endocrine disruption. The model was used to decide whether the new endocrine disruptor is worthwhile or not as it has the ability to predict endocrine receptor disruption in terms of IC 50 [ Table 1 ]. [30] Molecular fragments and functional groups importance by artificial neural network model Molecular fragments and functional groups were ranked based on their importance in formatting the artificial neural network. Cl, N, O, Br, and S were the top five ranked functional groups based on their ANN importance. This was a sign of their role contributed to the activity toward AR and ER and respective disruption abilities [ Figure 4 ].
Conclusion
Combining artificial neural network and chemical similarity approach showed significant power in chemical endocrine receptor disruption prediction. Big data approach has a substantial role in handling huge chemical data and ADMET screening. Combined approach gave 86.31% and 89.57%, respectively, for AR and ER datasets which is a very good prediction power. Phytoestrogenic isoflavone genistein from soy was predicted as active or disruptive, whereas the other phytoestrogenic isoflavone daidzein from the same soy was predicted as inactive or nondisruptive against endocrine receptors. Machine learning has a significant role in accurate chemical endocrine receptor disruption prediction and classification. This method can be further tested with diverse datasets and prediction power can be investigated.
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